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**Ana Cristina D. Alves** is Assistant Professor at the School of Social Sciences – Nanyang Technological University (NTU), Singapore. She holds a PhD in International Relations from the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE). She currently lectures courses on China’s Foreign Policy, Politics in the Developing World, Foreign Policy Analysis and China in Africa. Her research interest straddles the boundaries of international relations and development studies, with particular reference to China’s engagement in infrastructure in Africa and Southeast Asia. She has authored over 50 academic works, most focusing on China–Africa relations. Prior to Joining NTU, she was a senior researcher at the Emerging Powers in Africa Programme at the South African Institute of International Affairs, Johannesburg.

**Alessandro Arduino** is principal research fellow at the Middle East Institute (MEI), National University of Singapore. He is co-director of the Security & Crisis Management International Center at the Shanghai Academy of Social Science (SASS) and external associate at Lau China Institute, King’s College London. He has two decades of experience in China, which encompasses human security analysis and crisis management. His main research interests include China, Central Asia and Middle East and North Africa relations, sovereign wealth funds, private military-security companies and China’s foreign policy. Dr Arduino is the author of several books and he has published papers and commentaries in various journals in Italian, English and Chinese. His most recent books are *China’s Private Army: Protecting the New Silk Road* (Palgrave, 2017) and the co-edited book *Securing the Belt and Road Initiative: Risk Assessment, Private Security and Special Insurances Along the New Wave of Chinese Outbound Investment* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018).

**Chulanee Attanayake** is a research fellow at the Institute of South Asian Studies, National University Singapore (ISAS–NUS). She is also Senior Researcher at the Research Consortium of Journal of the Indo-Pacific Affairs. Prior to joining ISAS, Dr Attanayake served at Sri Lankan think tanks including the Institute of National Security Studies Sri Lanka – the national security think tank under the Ministry of Defense, Sri Lanka and Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute, the think tank of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sri Lanka. She was also a consultant at the international study group on Green Belt and Road, a project of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the Ministry of Environmental Protection in China. Dr Attanayake obtained her PhD from Central China Normal University in Wuhan. Her research interest includes Sri Lanka’s politics and foreign relations, China’s resource diplomacy and its policies in South Asia, and politics in the Indian Ocean. Her first book *China in Sri Lanka – a comprehensive analysis of Sino–Sri Lankan bilateral relations* – was published in 2013 (LAP LAMBERT Academic Publishing).

**Jens Bastian** received his PhD from the European University Institute in Florence, Italy in April 1993. He is an Independent Economic Analyst and serves as a Senior Policy Advisor at ELIAMEP (the Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy) in Athens, Greece. His main areas of expertise concern China’s expanding investment and bank lending footprint in Europe. From September 2011 to September 2013 Dr Bastian was appointed by the European
Commission as a member of the Task Force for Greece in Athens, Greece. His previous professional experience includes working as Lead Economist/Institution Building for the European Agency for Reconstruction, Thessaloniki, Greece, at Alpha Bank in Athens, Greece, as well as various academic positions held at St Antony’s College, Oxford, UK, Nuffield College, Oxford and the London School of Economics. As a consultant for the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, he authored in July 2017 a report on China’s growing infrastructure engagement in Southeast Europe, “The potential for growth through Chinese infrastructure investments in Central and South-Eastern Europe along the ‘Balkan Silk Road’”.

**Linda Calabrese** is a research fellow with the International Economic Development Group, ODI. A development economist by training, her research interests include industrialization and economic transformation, trade and investment. Linda’s work focuses on the impact of Chinese outward investment in East Africa and Southeast Asia, especially in manufacturing and infrastructure, in terms of economic transformation and job creation. Prior to joining ODI, Linda worked as a consultant on economic policy and strategy. Linda also spent years in East Africa, working as country economist for the International Growth Centre, based in Kigali, Rwanda, and as an economist for the Ministry of African Community Affairs in Kampala, Uganda. She has also worked for the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations. Linda has written extensively on economic transformation, trade and industrialization, and Chinese outward investment.

**Alvin Camba** is Assistant Professor at the Korbel School of International Studies at the University of Denver, Colorado. Alvin has been awarded multiple best graduate research paper awards by sections of the American Sociological Association (ASA), funded by foundations or research institutions (e.g. The Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation, The Smith Richardson Foundation, The National Endowment for Democracy), and contributed to major think tanks (e.g. Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Center for Integrated and Private Enterprises). His research on Chinese capital in Southeast Asia has been published in reputable development journals, such as *Development and Change*, *Environmental Policy and Governance* and *Extractive Industries and Society*. He has presented his work at the various research and state institutions, such as the World Bank, AidData, and the US State Department.

**Clayton T. Cheney** is a practising attorney in New York City. He was a Nonresident WSD-Handa Fellow at the Pacific Forum. He received his juris doctorate from Santa Clara University School of Law, with a focus in public international law, and an MS in Global Affairs from New York University’s Center on Global Affairs, with a focus on transnational security and energy issues, where he graduated with distinction. He has previously worked at several international human rights organizations and served as a legal intern at the United Nations Refugee Agency. He currently serves as a co-chair of the New York City Bar Association’s United Nations Committee and he writes often on international relations issues, including the United States–China relationship and its impact on global affairs.

**Vannarith Chheang** is a public policy analyst with over a decade of research and practical experience in geopolitical and political economic analysis focusing on Southeast Asia. He is currently a visiting fellow at the ISEAS–Yusof Ishak Institute and President of the Asian Vision Institute (AVI) – an independent think tank based in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. He received a BA in International Relations from the Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam, an MA
in International Relations from the International University of Japan, a Leadership Certificate from the East West Center, and a PhD in Asia Pacific Studies from the Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University in Japan.

**Jerik Cruz** is a PhD student in political economy and computational methodology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and a lecturer in the Department of Economics at Ateneo de Manila University. His current research examines the dynamics of state-building, urban infrastructure development, and the legacies of economic liberalization in developing democracies. He is a recipient of the MIT Homer A. Burnell Presidential Fellowship, and has led the development of policy studies commissioned by the Asian Development Bank, the International Labour Organization, and the United Nations Development Programme, among others.

**Bhavna Dave** is Senior Lecturer in Central Asian Politics in the Department of Politics and International Studies at SOAS, University of London. Dr Dave holds a PhD in Political Science from Syracuse University, NY. She is the author of the book *Kazakhstan: Ethnicity, Language and Power* (Routledge, 2007), and is editor of *Modern Central Asia* (Routledge, 2009), a four-volume reference collection which is part of Routledge’s series on “Critical Issues in Modern Politics”. She has published works on issues of language and ethnic identities, minorities, elections and patronage in Kazakhstan, and EU–Central Asia relations, labour migration in Kazakhstan and Russia, the role of the Russian Far East in Russia’s “pivot to Asia” policy, the social and security implications of China’s Silk Road economic development initiative in Central Asia and India–Central Asia relations. Her current research and writing are centred on labour migration from Central Asia to Russia and the consequences of China’s Belt and Road initiative for the Central Asian states.

**James M. Dorsey** is a senior fellow focused on the Middle East and North Africa who publishes widely in peer-reviewed journals as well as non-academic publications. A veteran, award-winning foreign correspondent for four decades in the Middle East, Africa, Latin America, Europe and the United States for publications such as *The Wall Street Journal*, *The New York Times* and the *Financial Times*, James has met a multitude of the region’s leaders. As a journalist, James covered primarily ethnic and religious conflict. James writes a widely acclaimed blog, *The Turbulent World of Middle East Soccer*, has published a book with the same title, and authors a syndicated column. He is a frequent speaker at international conferences, workshops and seminars and is consulted by governments, corporations and judicial authorities. James won the Dolf van den Broek prize in 2003 and was a two-time nominee for the Pulitzer Prize in 1980 and 1988 as well as a finalist for the 2012 European Press Prize, the Kurt Schork Award and the Amnesty International Media Award in 2002 and the Index on Censorship Award in 2012. James also co-directs the Institute of Fan Culture of the University of Würzburg, Germany.

**Gabriele Giovannini** obtained a PhD in International Relations from Northumbria University (UK) with a thesis titled “The Impact of Multinational Transboundary Infrastructures (MTIs) on the Relational Power of Small States: A Case Study of Laos”. He is currently Postdoctoral researcher at the University of Turin where he works on the TOASEAN project, a joint initiative with the Turin Chamber of Commerce. He is also research fellow at the Torino World Affairs Institute (T.wai) and Business Development & Policy Advisor at the Italy–Myanmar Chamber of Commerce. Prior to this, he was Associate Lecturer at Northumbria University
and Visiting Researcher at the Yunnan Finance and Economics University in Kunming, at the National University of Laos in Vientiane, and at the European Council on Foreign Relations in London.

**Baogang He** is a fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia, Alfred Deakin Professor and Chair in International Relations, School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Deakin University, Australia. Professor He’s publications are found in top journals including the *British Journal of Political Science*, *Journal of Peace Research*, *Perspectives on Politics*, *Political Theory* and *Political Studies*.

**Pheakdey Heng** is a public policy professional with a decade of experience in leading policy research and analysis, policy development, monitoring and implementation, and managing stakeholder relations. In 2010 he founded the Enrich Institute, a public policy think tank to promote the implementation of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and over the past decade, he has worked with policy makers, private sector, civil society and development partners on some of the most interesting public policy challenges of the twenty-first century, including climate change, green growth, sustainable energy and smart city, and the digital economy. Dr Heng obtained his master’s degree from Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy in Singapore and his PhD from VU University Amsterdam in the Netherlands.

**Khuram Iqbal** is Assistant Professor at the Department of International Relations, National Defense University, Islamabad. He also held fellowships at leading Chinese research and teaching institutes including China Institute of International Studies, Beijing (2017) and National Defense University of the People’s Liberation Army, China (2015).

**Alica Kizeková** is Head of Asia Pacific Unit and a Senior Researcher at the Institute of International Relations in Prague in the Czech Republic and a guest lecturer and researcher at the Faculty of Society and Design, Bond University in Queensland, Australia. Previously, she was an adviser to the Speaker of the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament in Prague and Head of Department of Asian Studies at Metropolitan University Prague. Her research interests include global governance, democratization, Russian and Chinese regional politics, Central Europe, Australia’s identity and foreign policy, great power relations in Greater Central Asia and the Indo-Pacific, security and soft balancing. She is the author of *Soft Balancing in the Indo-Asia-Pacific* (Routledge, forthcoming).

**Ekaterina Koldunova** is Associate Professor in the Department of Asian and African Studies, Moscow State Institute of International Relations, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) of Russia. She holds a PhD (Cand. Polit. Sc.) in International Relations. She is the Deputy Editor-in-Chief of the Russian *Comparative Politics* journal. Dr Koldunova has published in Russian, English, Italian and Chinese on regional transformations and security, international relations in Southeast Asia, Russian foreign policy in Asia and political systems of Southeast Asian states. Her recent books include *Security in East Asia: New Challenges* (Navona, 2010, in Russian), *Socio-Political Thought, High Technologies and Science Development in the Major Asian Countries* (with Sergei Lunev, Academia, 2015, in Russian), *Framing Asian Studies: Geopolitics and Institutions* (ISEAS, 2018, co-edited with Albert Tzeng and William L. Richter). She has contributed to peer-reviewed journals such as *International Relations, Asian Survey, International Studies Perspectives* and *Journal of Political Power*. 
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Tuan Yuen Kong received his PhD in Industrial Economics from the National Central University, Taiwan. He has taken part in many of Taiwan’s economic research projects at the Research Centre for Taiwan Economic Development. He is a visiting research fellow at the East Asian Institute of National University of Singapore. His current research interests include China’s industry development, and China–ASEAN economic relations. Some of his works have been published in *China: An International Journal*, *Review of Global Politics*, *Applied Econometrics and International Development* and *Journal of Overseas Chinese and Southeast Asian Studies*. He co-edited books include *Studying Hong Kong: 20 Years of Political, Economic and Social Developments* (World Scientific Publishing, 2018) and *China and Asia Economic Integration* (World Scientific Publishing, 2020). He has also frequently contributed commentaries for Singapore local media.

Marc Lanteigne is an Associate Professor of Political Science at UiT: The Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø. His research interests include China and East Asia foreign policy, China’s engagement and cooperation with regional and international organizations, Sino–European and Sino–Polar relations, and trade politics and China’s commercial diplomacy. He is the author of *China and International Institutions: Alternate Paths to Global Power* (Routledge, 2005) and *Chinese Foreign Policy: An Introduction* (Routledge, 2009, 2013, 2015, 2019), and the co-editor of *The Chinese Party-State in the 21st Century: Adaptation and the Reinvention of Legitimacy* (Routledge, 2008), *China’s Evolving Approach to Peacekeeping* (Routledge, 2012), *China and Nordic Diplomacy* (Routledge, 2017) and the *Routledge Handbook of Arctic Security* (Routledge, 2020). He has also written chapters and articles on subjects which include China’s Asian diplomacy, Oceania politics and Asian strategic issues, including maritime security, free trade and responses to non-traditional security and economic affairs.

Mingjiang Li is an Associate Professor at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS), Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. He is also the Coordinator of the China Program at RSIS. He received his PhD in Political Science from Boston University. His main research interests include Chinese foreign policy, Chinese economic statecraft, the Belt and Road Initiative, Chinese politics, China–ASEAN relations, Sino–US relations, and Asia-Pacific security. He is the author (including editor and co-editor) of 15 books. His recent books are *China’s Economic Statecraft* (World Scientific, 2017) and *New Dynamics in US–China Relations: Contending for the Asia Pacific* (lead editor, Routledge, 2014). He has published papers in various peer-reviewed outlets including *International Affairs, Asian Perspective, Asian Politics & Policy, Asian Security, Oxford Bibliographies, Journal of Asian Security and International Affairs, Journal of Strategic Studies, Global Governance, Cold War History, Journal of Contemporary China, the Chinese Journal of International Politics*, the *Chinese Journal of Political Science, China: An International Journal, China Security, Harvard Asia Quarterly, Security Challenges*, and the *International Spectator*.

Guanie Lim is an Assistant Professor at the National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS), Japan. His main research interests are comparative political economy, value chain analysis, and the Belt and Road Initiative in Southeast Asia. Lim is also interested in broader development issues within Asia, especially those of China, Vietnam, and Malaysia.

Joseph Chinyong Liow is Dean and Tan Kah Kee Chair Professor of Comparative and International Politics, College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences, Nanyang
Technological University, where he is also a research advisor in the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies.

**Hong Liu** is Tan Lark Sye Chair Professor of Public Policy and Global Affairs at the School of Social Sciences and Director of the Nanyang Centre for Public Administration, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. He was the founding director of the Centre for Chinese Studies and Chair Professor of East Asian Studies at the University of Manchester from 2006 to 2010. His main research areas include Asian governance, Sino–Southeast Asian interactions, the Belt and Road Initiative, and international migration. He has published numerous articles, including in leading international journals such as *World Politics, Journal of Asian Studies, The China Quarterly, Journal of Contemporary China, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, International Journal of Comparative Sociology*, and *Ethnic and Racial Studies*. His publications also appear in the Chinese, French, Dutch, Japanese, Indonesian and Korean languages.

**Dylan M.H. Loh** is an assistant professor in the Public Policy and Global Affairs Division, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. He received his PhD in politics and international studies from the University of Cambridge. He held visiting appointments at Renmin University and Copenhagen University. His publications have appeared in journals such as *International Relations of Asia Pacific, Pacific Review, Australian Journal of International Relations, International Studies Review, Cooperation and Conflict* and *Journal of Chinese Political Science*. His research interests include China’s diplomacy, ASEAN regionalism and critical international theory.

**Janica Magat** is a PhD candidate in the Department of Political Science at Texas A&M University. Her research focuses on the political economy of state capacity and development, with a regional focus in Southeast Asia and West Africa. She is currently working on her dissertation, which is investigating enforcement and compliance in weak states. Her research interests also include political methodology, specifically experimental methods and time series econometrics. She has received grant funding from institutions like the International Centre for Tax and Development and the Evidence in Governance and Politics.

**Jing Men** is a Professor in the School of International Relations and Area Studies, East China Normal University. She was the Baillet Latour Chair of European Union–China Relations (2008–20) and the Director of EU–China Research Centre (2014–20) in the Department of European Union (EU) International Relations and Diplomacy Studies, College of Europe. She obtained a PhD in Political Science at Vrije Universiteit Brussel. Her research and teaching focus on EU–China relations and Chinese foreign policy. She is the founder of the electronic journal *EU–China Observer*, launched at the beginning of 2009, which publishes research articles and policy analysis on EU–China relations. She publishes widely on EU–China relations and Chinese foreign policy in books and journals. Together with other professors, she founded the EU–China Collaborative Research Network (CRN) under the University Association of Contemporary European Studies (UACES), which is a widely extended network for people who share a common interest in research into EU–China relations.

**John N. Miksic** received his PhD from Cornell University based on archaeological fieldwork in Sumatra. He joined the National University of Singapore, where he is emeritus professor in the Southeast Asian Studies Department. He founded the Archaeology Unit at the Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies. He has received awards from the government of Singapore and the court of Surakarta (Indonesia). His book *Singapore and the Silk Road of the Sea* (NUS Press, 2013) won the inaugural award for best book on Singapore history in 2018. His specialties include historical archaeology of Southeast Asia, urbanization, trade, Buddhism, and ceramics.

**Galen Murton** is an Assistant Professor of Geographic Science at James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia. Trained in human geography, international relations and comparative religion, he is broadly interested in the politics of international development, and especially how power operates spatially through the material and social forms of infrastructure. In 2018–19, he was a Marie S. Curie Action Fellow at Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich where he completed the project “Road Diplomacy: International Infrastructure and Ethnography of Geopolitics in 21st Century Asia”. He recently published special issues of *Political Geography, Studies in Nepali History and Society* (SINHAS) and *Roadsides*.

**Chow-Bing Ngeow** is Director of the Institute of China Studies at the University of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur. He received his PhD in Public and International Affairs from Northeastern University, Boston. Dr Ngeow’s research interests include China’s political reforms, the organization and management of the Chinese Communist Party and China–Southeast Asia relations. He has published articles in a number of peer-reviewed journals including *China Review, Asian Politics and Policy, Ethnic and Racial Studies, Journal of Contemporary China, Contemporary Southeast Asia, East Asia: An International Quarterly, China: An International Journal, Issues and Studies and Problems of Post-Communism*. His is also the editor of the book *Researching China in Southeast Asia* (Routledge, 2019).

**Jagannath Panda** is a research fellow and centre coordinator for East Asia at the Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi. He is the Series Editor for “Routledge Studies on Think Asia”.

**Patrycja Pendrakowska** is a PhD Candidate at the University of Warsaw and the founder of the Boym Institute in Warsaw. In the Boym Institute she specializes in Chinese policy as well as its impact on neighbouring countries. She is author of several articles concerning Sino–Polish relations, such as “Poland’s perspective on the Belt and Road Initiative” published in the *Journal of Contemporary East Asia Studies, 7*(2) (2018). She also co-edited a book *Challenges in Asia*, which was written by 20 Polish analysts and aimed at acquainting public opinion with policy in Asia (Wydawnictwo Asian Century, 2019). She graduated from Sinology (BA), Philosophy (BA), Sociology (BA), Financial Law (MA) and Ethnology (MA) at the University of Warsaw. She studied at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich and at the Freie Universität in Berlin. Currently, her academic work focuses on finalizing a dissertation on Hegel’s reception in China based on her research conducted at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing. In the past she served as the managing director of the Poland Asia Research Center (CSPA) (2015–19).

**Kaewkamol Pitatdumrongkit** is Deputy Head and an Assistant Professor at the Centre for Multilateralism Studies, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS), Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. Her research interests include international economic negotiation, Indo-Pacific governance and integration, regional–global economic governance dynamics, ASEAN Economic Community, and ASEAN’s external relations (ASEAN-Plus frameworks). She has published in various outlets such as *Asia-Pacific Bulletin, Australian*
Nadine Plachta is currently a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Geography and Planning at the University of Toronto. Trained in social anthropology and global studies, her research focuses on how ethnic belonging and citizenship are mobilized for political opportunities, especially after periods of rupture such as civil conflicts and natural disasters. Based on her long-time ethnographic engagement in the South Asian borderlands, she is also interested in contributing to critical debates on state-making, infrastructure landscapes, architecture and the environment. In 2020, Nadine was a German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) Visiting Scholar in the Department of Geography at the University of Colorado Boulder. She is an editorial board member of Roadsides, where she recently published a special issue on “Infrastructure and/as Architecture”.

Orrasa Rattana-amornpirom is the Assistant Director, China–ASEAN Studies (CAS), Panyapiwat Institute of Management (PIM), Thailand. She is a PhD candidate in School of International Relations and Public Affairs, Fudan University, China.

Yuanzhe Ren is a professor in the Department of Diplomacy, China Foreign Affairs University (CFAU) and a visiting senior research fellow at Institute of South Asian Studies, National University Singapore (ISAS–NUS). Concurrently, he is Deputy Director of the Centre for Protecting China’s Overseas Interests, and Secretary General of the Centre for Strategic and Peace Studies of CFAU. Dr Ren is also senior research fellow at the Collaborative Innovation Centre for Territorial Sovereignty and Maritime Rights and research fellow at the Institute of Asia-Pacific Maritime Studies, Chinese Association of Asia-Pacific Studies. Dr Ren has conducted extensive research on maritime security as well as on bilateral and multilateral cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region. In recent years, he has paid special attention to China’s neighbourhood diplomacy, with a particular focus on South Asia. He has been teaching and doing research on these aspects and has published several books and articles.

Zhimin Tang received his PhD from Cambridge University. He is the Dean of International College and the Director of China ASEAN Studies (CAS), Panyapiwat Institute of Management (PIM). The centre is one of the most active think tanks on China and ASEAN in Thailand. Professor Tang has been a consultant for various ministries and companies in Thailand on Belt and Road Initiative related projects.

Farkhod Tolipov is a director of the non-governmental research institution Knowledge Caravan in Tashkent. Dr Tolipov specializes in geopolitics, regional security and regional integration in Central Asia, and nationalism and democratization in Central Asian countries. In 2003–04 he was a national professional at the OSCE (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe) Center in Tashkent. He was a fellow at the NATO Defense College (Rome), a fellow at Harvard University (USA), a visiting professor at the University of Georgia (USA), a visiting professor at the Middle East Technical University (Ankara, Turkey), a visiting researcher at the Atilim University (Ankara, Turkey), a lecturer at the George
Marshall European Center for Security Studies and Geneva Center for Security Policy, and a lecturer at the OSCE Academy in Bishkek. He is author of the monograph *Grand Strategy of Uzbekistan in the Context of Geopolitical and ideological Transformation of Central Asia* (Fan, 2005) and more than 200 articles. Dr Tolipov is a member of the international editorial board of the journal *Central Asia and Caucasus*. He is also a member of the expert group for the PIR-Center (Russia) journal *Security Index*.


**Angela Tritto** holds a PhD from the City University of Hong Kong. She is an adjunct assistant professor in the Division of Public Policy and an awardee of the Hong Kong Postdoctoral Fellowship scheme jointly appointed by the Institute of Emerging Market Studies and the Division of Social Science, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. She is currently working on three interrelated research projects on the Belt and Road Initiative in Southeast Asia. Her research interests include management of innovation, environmental policies and technologies, heritage management and sustainable development. She recently published several works in collaboration with a team of international scholars on the sustainability of the Belt and Road Initiative. Her past publications examine environmental innovations and the role of institutions in the management of World Heritage Sites in China and Malaysia.

**Shang-su Wu** is a research fellow in the Regional Security Architecture Programme of the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS), Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. In addition to railways and international relations, his research interests are military modernization, and Cross-Strait relations. He is the author of *The Defence Capabilities of Small States: Singapore and Taiwan’s Responses to Strategic Desperation* (Palgrave, 2016).

**Gong Xue** is an Assistant Professor at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. Her research interests include international political economy, China’s economic diplomacy, regionalism and governance. She has contributed to peer-reviewed journals such as *World Development, International Affairs, Pacific Review, Contemporary Southeast Asia* and *Harvard Asia Quarterly*. She has co-edited one book, titled *Securing the Belt and Road Initiative: Risk Assessment, Private Security and Special Insurances Along the New Wave of Chinese Outbound Investment* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018). She has also contributed to several book chapters on China’s economic
statecraft, China’s corporate social responsibility and the Belt and Road Initiative in Southeast Asia. She has contributed various op-ed articles to periodicals such as the *South China Morning Post*, *The Diplomat*.

**Yau Tsz Yan** is a junior researcher at the OSCE (Organization for Security and Co-operation) Academy in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan and a graduate from the University of Hong Kong. Ms Yau’s research focuses on China’s Western Peripheral Diplomacy, including Central Asia and Afghanistan.

**Lixia Yao** completed her PhD at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. She has a Bachelor’s degree from Dalian Maritime University in China, and a Master’s degree from Vrije Universiteit Brussel in Belgium. She has carried out research on the quantitative measurement of energy security, the impacts of China’s macroeconomic reforms on its energy sector, and the energy security and energy policies of Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia. Her current research focuses on China’s Belt and Road Initiative, China’s energy security and energy policies, ASEAN’s energy sector, and nuclear safety and security.

**Denghua Zhang** is a research fellow in the Department of Pacific Affairs, Australian National University. His research focuses largely on Chinese foreign policy, foreign aid and China in the Pacific. Recently, he has published in journals such as *The Pacific Review*, *Third World Quarterly*, *The Round Table*, *Asian Journal of Political Science* and the *Journal of Pacific History*. His book *A Cautious New Approach: China’s Growing Trilateral Aid Cooperation* is among the Australian National University Press’s top ten new releases for 2020.

**Hongzhou Zhang** is a research fellow with the China Programme at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS), Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. His main research interests include China and regional resources governance (food, water, fisheries, land and energy). He is an author/editor of three books, including *Securing the “Rice Bowl”: China and Global Food Security* (Palgrave, 2018), *China and Transboundary Water Politics in Asia* (Routledge, 2017, with Dr Li Mingjiang) and *China’s Global Quest for Resources: Energy, Food and Water* (Routledge, 2016, with Dr Wu Fengshi). In addition, he has published in peer-reviewed journals including *Contemporary Southeast Asia*, *Marine Policy*, *Pacific Review*, *Asia Policy*, *Water International*, *Global Policy*, *Globalizations*, *International Journal of Water Resources Development*, *WIREs Water*, *Copenhagen Journal of Asia Studies*, *Harvard Asia Quarterly*, *ISPI Analysis and Southeast Asia Studies*, *Cambridge Journal of China Studies* and others.